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ABSTRACT 

Dielectric windows separating vacuum from atmosphenc pressure are essential in 

the operation of high power microwave devices and linear accelerators. Due to the large 

electric fields associated with high power microwa\ e and linear accelerator devices, 

breakdown and flashover across the dielectric window is a commonl\ occurring 

phenomenon. Since the physical mechanisms leading to dielectric window failure are 

not fully understood, the advancement of high power devices utilizing dielectnc windows 

is currently limited. 

A microwave system capable of monitoring and acquiring data geared toward the 

pre-window breakdown mechanisms has been created through the union of a tra\eling 

wave resonator and coaxial magnetron. The system consists of a high \oltage DC power 

supply to charge a pulse forming capacitor network. The capacitor network is discharged 

to a pulse transformer, which is directly attached to the cathode of the magnetron. The 

microwaves are axially extracted from the magnetron to the traveling wa\ e resonator, or 

ring resonator, and are applied to a dielectric window contained in the ring. As the 

traveling wave circumnavigates the ring, the power level will increase eventualK causing 

a dielectnc window breakdown. High speed diagnostics present on this system include 

forward and reverse power couplers and field probes to monitor the microwave power 

and field at the dielectric window. Luminosity and soft x-ray emission were recorded 

through high speed optical sensors. High punt\ alumina is the focus for this experiment, 

but rexolite is investigated and compared to the alumina results. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Dielectric windows separating a vacuum from atmosphenc pressure are essential 

in the operation of high power microwave devices and linear accelerators The dielectnc 

window provides a medium between the internal high vacuum side of the device and the 

device output. The de\ ice output may interface with a vacuum, high pressure, or 

atmospheric pressure. Flashover and breakdown across the dielectnc w indow under 

pulsed high power conditions ( >100 MW) will cause an impedance mismatch at the 

window surface resulting in a large amount of reflected power and a small amount of 

transmitted power. In addition, if the window breakdown induces a puncture or fracture, 

the vacuum seal will be lost. Therefore, the type of window and configuration is 

important in providing an efficient means of power extraction in high power microwave 

systems. The causes of dielectric windovv breakdown are not entireK known, but much 

research has been and is being devoted to explaining phenomena. The research presented 

in this paper is based on pulsed microwaves with a pulsewidth < 2.2 //s and a peak 

power of 100 MW (under ideal conditions). The microwave system was operated in a 

single shot mode or at a rep rate not exceeding 10 Hz to reduce the thermal effects at the 

dielectric interface. 

A dielectric window exposed to increasing amounts of power will likeK emit 

pnmarv' electrons at the tnple junction of the window configuration. The probabilit\' that 

the electrons will be directed toward and strike the dielectric surface is dependent upon 

the electric fields and surface charge present at the dielectnc window These initial, or 

pnmary, electrons are accelerated by the electnc fields associated with the rf power and 

impinge on the dielectnc surface causing secondary electron emission (SEE). Once the 

secondary electrons are released, two known phenomena can occur. First, the secondar\ 

electrons will undergo acceleration and strike the opposite side of the cavit>. Additional 

electron emission occurs from the cavitv surface and contributes to an oscillating 

electron cloud which causes arcing across the cavitv walls. The oscillating electrons 
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induced by secondary electron emission produce an event known as multipactonng. The 

second event that can occur is the secondary- electrons may impinge on the surface of the 

dielectric material leading to dielectric surface flashover. Surface flashover across the 

dielectric material will cause arcing and possible surface damage The effect of either 

phenomena occurting reduces the overall qualitv factor of the ca\ it\ henceforth reducing 

the amount of transmittable power and increasing the reflected power in the ca\ itv or 

accelerator. Aside from the power losses, damage to the high power device and or 

dielectric wdndovv is possible. 

In order to reduce the probabilitv' of cavitv breakdown induced by electron 

emission, dielectric materials possessing low loss tangent values ( <10~'). SEE yields less 

than unitv, and good thermal characteristics have been used in experiments. In addition, 

film coatings, such as TiN and MgO, have been applied to the surface of the dielectric to 

reduce the SEE coefficient. 

The following chapter provides a detailed summarv and explanation of the known 

events occurring prior and during dielectric window flashover and breakdown. Chapter 

111 explains the experimental artangement including a detailed analysis of the traveling 

wave resonator. The diagnostics and data acquisition system are presented in Chapter 

IV. The preliminary data acquired for validation of the expenmental apparatus is 

included in Chapter V, and the concluding remarks and summarv of this work are 

presented in Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

The cause of dielectric breakdown under medium power (< 100 MW) and high 

power (> 100 MW) microwave conditions has been thoroughly investigated in recent 

years. This chapter will provide a description of a multipactor occurting between two 

parallel electrodes followed by a summary and analysis of the dielectric flashover A 

brief discussion on the relationship of the two phenomena relative to microwave window 

breakdown is then presented along with possible models to be considered. In addition, a 

discussion on the types of materials that are best suited for high power microwave 

windows is presented. 

Initial Electron Emission 

During high power operation, certain points in a cavitv (imperfections or 

transitions) or dielectric window (triple junction) are liable to emit electrons due to the 

associated high electric fields. These initial electrons can contribute to cavit\ and 

window failure. The curtent density of the primary electron emission is described by the 

Fowler-Nordheim' equation 
t i '•/ I 54 • 10"̂  F~ i '̂̂ i^ <L. f <^ '̂ 

J = -—— —e "'- ' [A/cm-] (2.1) 

where 

7 ^ 

<9( ̂ :,^) = 0.956-1.53-lO-'-T, (2.2) 

(j) is the work function of the material in eV, and E is the associated electnc field in 

V/cm. The curtent density versus a variable electric field with the work function value 

equal to 4.3 eV, which is the work funcfion of copper, is shown in Figure 2.1. Electron 

emission usually occurs at the triple junction, which is where the waveguide, dielectric, 

and vacuum are in close proximit\. Since the surface of the waveguide consists of 

numerous field enhancing defects a field enhancement factor (3 can be considered. The 



electric field can be modified to 

l-yi: = PE (2 .3) 

where a nominal value of 300 (see reference 2) is considered for (3. A plot of Equation 

2.1 modified to consider the field enhancement factor is shown in Figure 2.2. The result 

agrees with basic field theory showing a higher curtent discharge is produced from 

: * i i 
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Figure 2.1. Current density of primary electron emission. 
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Figure 2.2. Curtent density of primary electron emission considenng field enhancements. 



electric fields of the same magnitude when field enhancements are considered. 

Assuming an electric field of 70 kV/cm exists in the waveguide conductor near the 

dielectric window, a curtent density of 0.022 A/cm" is computed from Equation 2.1 when 

field enhancement effects are considered. A nominal electron surface emission area of 

10'' cm" is assumed cortesponding to an electron emission of 1.4-10'̂ ' electrons, ps which 

is sufficient to start an electron emission avalanche at the dielectric surface or contribute 

to the multipactorization phenomena. 

Multipactor Phenomena 

The multipactor phenomena was first discovered and described by P.T. 

Famsworth in 1934. Famsworth originally used the phenomena to his advantage by 

designing and building television camera tubes based on the amplification properties of 

the multipactor. However, in the mid 1940's advanced technology superseded his 

designs, and the multipactor has henceforth become known as a damaging effect, and is 

generally referenced with rf cavity breakdown. 

The classical theory for determining the breakdown voltage of a multipactoring 

discharge was derived by Gill and von Engle.^^ The multipactor can be analyzed by 

assuming a simple geometry of two parallel electrodes separated by a distance d as 

shown in Figure 2.3. The electrodes are driven by a sinusoidal rf voltage at a frequency 

E.^ 

E 

Electrodes 

r ? t T f r 

Figure 2.3. Parallel electrode geometry for multipactor analysis. 



(1) and a peak rf voltage f Vy. The electron motion influenced by electromagnetic fields is 

described by the Lorentz force equtaion 

F = q(£ '+(vx^)) . (2.1) 

The magnetic effects of the Lorentz equation will be ignored and the Lorentz force 

equation is reduced to 

d's e 
^ = - A - , (2.2 J/ ' m 

where .s denotes the electron position. The electnc field can be written as 

I' 
E^ = --s\ncot (2.3) 

d 

where the initial phase of the rf wave is assumed to be zero. For analysis, assume an 

electron is released from the upper electrode of Figure 2.3 traveling in the positive v 

direction with an initial velocity v̂  and phase a. Under the influence of the rf wave 

described in Equations 2.2 and 2.3, the electron motion can be described by the following 

equations and analysis:^ (Js eV^ 

dt mcod 
{cosa -COScot)+ \\,. (2.4) 

s = -^{cof -a) + T-iUcof - a)cosd> - sinA>/+ sinal. (2.5) 
CO mcoa 

The transit time of the initiating electron to the opposite electrode is considered to be an 

odd number of half cycles, Â , which implies that .s d when cot = NTT a. Substituting 

this condifion in Equation 2.4 yields the electron impact velocity at the opposite 

electrode; 
ds 2cV^ 

V = —= v,̂  + -cosa . (2.6) 

dt mcod 

To obtain the cortelation between the rf voltage and the electrode spacing distance. 

Equation 2.5 is subjected to the same condifion of Equation 2.4 resulting in 

mcod\cod - NTIV^] 

^ e{ V>7r cos^+ 2sin^) 



which is used to expand Equation 2.6 to 

21 cod - \'7T\' ] cos d) 
V, = v„ + -^ - . (2.8) 

.\ 71 cos (f> -\-2 sin ^ 

The impact velocit> can be expressed as an equivalent voltage"* through the relationship 

tn . 

which can expanded by substituting Equation 2 8 for v, and leuing VQ = 0: 

InicodY COS" d> 
V,=- ^ . (2.10) 

t^.\;rcos^ + 2sin^) 

Using the definition for I'r, given in Equation 2.6, the equivalent impact voltage can be 

simplified to 

21 \ cos cb 
i ;= . (2.11) 

.\;TCOS^ +2sin^ 

The minimum v oltage necessary to sustain a multipactor can be realized from 

Equation 2.7. Since the phase and initial electron velocit> terms appear independently in 

the denominator and numerator respectiv elv. the minimum rf voltage can be found when 

the phase terms in the denominator are maximized. The maximum condition for the 

phase term is found by setting 
a: 

and solving for (j), which simplifies to 

r 2 ^ 
0 ^ tan"' --— . (2.13) 

V A A / 

For the N = 1 mode, (j) = 32 5° and the impact voltage and impact v elocit> are 

I", =0.5371'^ ^627 kV 

V , ^2.9x10' ms 

where v̂  has been assumed to be zero and the separation distance, d. is equal to 34 mm 

(height of standard WR284 waveguide). The impact velocit>' and voltage will decrease 

for a smaller gap distance or a higher mode (i.e., N = 3. 5. 7...). The impact velocit>' and 

voltage values are rather large and seem to approach relativistic conditions from this 



analysis. In the experiment described in this paper, the occurtence of a multipactonng 

phenomena is assumed not to be caused by relativistic conditions, but due to the fact that 

the secondary electron emission coefficient is large (depending on the material) at low 

electron impact energies. 

Surface Flashover 

Surface flashover across a dielectric material has been investigated for numerous 

years, and many different models have been proposed to explain the phenomena. A 

summary of the main models was recently compiled by Hegeler,^ and the model 

endorsing a secondary emission electron avalanche combined with gas desorption and 

ionizafion will be used as a foundation for identifying the mechanisms involved in 

dielectric flashover. 

An initial electron whose origin is in the proximity (most likely the triple 

junction) of the dielectric window can strike the surface of the dielectric material due to 

the electric fields. If the secondary electron emission coefficient is greater than unitv', 

secondary electrons will emit from the surface leaving a positive charge on the dielectric 

surface. The positive surface charge will create an electric field perpendicular to the 

dielectric surface. If a uniform DC electric field is initially assumed between the 

electrodes, the electron motion can be described through a similar procedure 

Point of SEE Dielectric Window E< 

> • 

+ * E 

Electrodes 

Figure 2.4 Initial electron emission in a cavitv' 
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presented for the multipactor phenomena. The force equation is expressed as 

F = qE 

which can be separated into x and y components of the electrtc field: 

t / 'A, e 
—^ = -E^ (2.14) 
dt m 

d~s^ e 
- r ^ = - / : ; . (2.15) 
dt~ m ' 

An initial secondary electron velocity, v̂ , is assumed to occur in the y-direction after the 

primary electron strikes the dielectric surface. The initial secondary' electron velocit\ 

will be time referenced at / = 0. Integrafing Equafions 2.14 and 2.15 yields the velocity 

of the electrons, 
ds^ e 
-^=,^ Ej (2.16) 
dt m 

ds^. e 

— = v,, = - - £ , , . v„. O.I 7) 

A second integration of the electron motion equations yields the electron positions. 

s, = ^Ey- (2.18) 
2m 

s =- — Ef+v t. (2.19) 

Likewise, the secondary x and y electron positions are assumed to be zero at / = 0. If the 

secondary electrons strike the dielectric surface at a later time, /«, the time /„ can be 

solved in terms of the initial electron velocity through Equation 2.17, 
2wv' 

fo = - ^ - (2.20) 

The electron energy at the dielectric surface at to can be found from the kinetic energv 

equation 

1 , 
E = -mv\ (2.21) 



Wnfing the velocity equations in terms of/̂  and substituting the results in Equation 2.21 

yields 

E = —^ 
2f 

1 + 4 ' 
^^\ 

\ E: 
(2.22) 

The average energy impacting the surface of the dielectric can be found bv taking into 

account the cosine law distribution in the direction of emission.^ 

E = mv 1 + 2 
E 

\ 

E 
(2.23) 

y J 

The electric field created by the surface charge can now be found by solving for E^ from 

Equation 2.23, 

f 

E, = E. mv. 

V 
1 , 

E - mv 
1 "J 

(2.24) 

The mv^^ term present in the numerator and denominator in Equation 2.24 is proportional 

to the average electron emission energy of the secondary electrons, which is generally on 

the order of several eV. The average electron impact energy, £„, is generally greater than 

the emission energy and can be estimated on the order of 40 eV. Assuming average 

electron energy values for mv] and Ea of 2 eV and 40 eV, respectively, the following 

relation is obtained: 

E^.^0.23-E^. (2.25) 

Therefore, the strength of the electric field generated by the surface charges can be 

estimated at 25% of the DC electric field between the electrodes. If the applied electric 

field is 70 kV/cm, then E,. = 16.1 kV/cm. 

As the electrons strike the surface of the dielectric and cause secondary electrons 

to emit, a positive surface charge will remain at the surface. The surface charge density 

can be computed from the following equation" 

o-̂  = 2e„E,, (2.26) 
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where €o is the permittivity of free space. Using the value for AV as previously defined, 

the surface charge density is approximately MO"'̂  As/cm". The electron charge densitv 

is assumed to be approximately equal to the surface charge densitv' yielding. 

cj- =(j^ =*M0-' [A-s/cm-]. (2.27) 

Once the secondary electron avalanche causes the surface curtent to saturate due 

to the increasing positive surface charge, the electrons striking the dielectric surface 

desorb gas molecules. Once the gas drifts above the saturated surface curtent, it is 

ionized by more energefic electrons and the final surface discharge occurs.^ Figure 2.5 

shows the final surface discharge in the desorbed gas after the secondary' emission 

avalanche and gas desorption stages of breakdown have occurtcd. 

Desorbed Gas 
Dielectric Window E < 

4 
A 

T 

E. 

Electrodes 

Figure 2.5. Final discharge stage occurring in the desorbed gas. 

Secondarv Effects 

Secondary effects resulting from electron avalanche along the surface of the 

dielectnc are produced and contribute to the failure of the dielectric window and cavity 

loss. 

The electron accumulation that occurs on the dielectric disk under a high electric 

field cannot be cleariy explained, but it is considered that any mobile charges are trapped 

in defects, such as F-centers, in the dielectric material. The trapped electrons are most 

likely excited to a conduction band^ under the high electric field, and the released 
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electrons would then become trapped again in the deeper energy levels of other defects 

such as dislocafions and mechanically induced microfractures from surface polishing. As 

the electrons undergo acceleration and deceleration, a finite amount of energy will be 

released, producing a glow discharge at the surface of the dielectric. A larger number of 

electrons that are trapped and released from the oscillating electnc field will cause an 

increase in the amount of surface discharge, thus producing a luminescence at the 

window. 

According to Saito, it is considered that the F-center defects created bv the 

multipactor should result in conducfive charges of free ions or electrons, thus inducing a 

loss tangent increase on the dielectric surface.^ Since the loss tangent is a measurement 

of power loss in a medium, an increase in loss tangent would introduce more power 

dissipation on the dielectric surface, thereby producing a temperature increase. 

Depending on the ohmic properties of the dielectric, the increase in temperature would 

further increase the loss tangent and temperature, resulting in surface melting or 

dielectric breakdown. Therefore, a matenal with a SEE less than unity can help prevent 

the formation of a multipactor, and reduce the likelihood of surface damage. In addition, 

a material that has either an inherently or fabricated dense grain structure (fewer voids) 

and low loss tangent will be less susceptible to major surface damage. The results of a 

dielectric breakdown, or surface breakdown, usually consist of surface melting which 

limits the amount of transmittable power due to the impedance mismatch. Also, 

puncturing of the window is common and will produce a vacuum loss in addition to 

causing reflections and limiting the transmittable power. 

Dielectric Window Materials 

Dielectnc matenals that are durable, possess the ability to suppress the 

multipactor, and have a large threshold for thermal damage are necessary to inhibit 

dielectric breakdown. Several matenals (such as alumina and beryllia) were investigated 

at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in the mid 1960's, and the results from 

the expenments at SLAC concluded that alumina ceramics were superior to all other 

12 



materials. " In the last decade, research has been conducted to find a viable means of 

successfully increasing the amount of transmitted microwave power through a dielectnc 

window. The studies have been focused primarily on ceramics, specifically 

alumina. ' ' ' The following informafion presented in this section is focused on results 

obtained for dielectnc windows within the standard pill box cavity holder. 

From the previous discussion on the causes of window breakdown, the ability of a 

dielectric to function as a high power microwave window can be assessed from the 

following properties: 

• physical and dielectric properties, 

• SEE yields (multipactor suppression), 

• F-center defects, 

• rf power dissipafion. 

These four properties will now be discussed in detail. 

The physical properties of most materials depend upon the manufacturing 

technique, grain structure, and purity. During the manufacturing process, sintering 

additives (such as Si02, MgO, and CaO) can be introduced to the dielectric material. 

The sintering additives are generally used to reduce the loss tangent thereby reducing the 

rf losses. '̂ In addition, material that has a low porosity and dense crystalline structure is 

beneficial in suppressing the formation of F-centers. A larger grain structure (diameters 

on the order of 50 \xm) will include many voids and larger boundary matrices. If a 

multipactor occurs, the resulting surface damage induced by the multipactor could 

continue in the voids left by the large grains, producing a dielectric surface breakdown. 

Therefore, a material with a grain diameter on the order of 2 jim or less is desirable in 

preventing excessive surface damage. The purity of the dielectric matenal is important, 

but from the previous discussion, the performance of the dielectric matenal as a 

microwave window cannot be based solely on the purity of the matenal. The punty level 

of alumina ceramics used as microwave windows is, in pracfice, a minimum of 99.0%, 

and desirable results have been obtained with 99.7% pure alumina windows.'̂  

'•* 



The secondary electron emission of a dielectric matenal can be used to estimate 

the occurtence of a multipactor breakdown. The SEE coefficient of a given matenal is 

dependent upon the incident electron energy directed at the surface of the matenal. A 

material with a large SEE (> 1) will likely emit secondary electrons if a primary electron 

with enough energy strikes the surface of the matenal. Therefore, a matenal with a SEE 

less than unity over a broad range of incident electron energies can help prevent the 

release of secondary electrons, thereby reducing the probability of a multipactor 

formation and surface damage or surface flashover. 

F-center defects can be induced by the multipactor as described previously. or F-

center defects can be preexisting in materials. A low porosity material with a dense grain 

structure will have fewer voids in the crystalline structure of the material which will 

reduce the probability of preexisting F-center defects. 

The amount of heat induced at the surface of the dielectnc window is directly 

related to the loss tangent of the dielectric. A lower value loss tangent is desirable 

because less power dissipation will occur, reducing the amount of heating on the 

dielectric surface. A material with a high electrical resistivity ( > 10*'̂  Q cm) will reduce 

the amount of surface heating due to the low conductivity of the matenal. 

Surface Coatings 

The multipactor has been noted as the primary cause of dielectric breakdown and 

the ability to suppress the multipactor is vital. Since a dielectric matenal capable of 

meeting the critena previously stated has not been successful in transmitting high power 

microwaves without inducing multipactonzation, film coatings on the dielectrtc surface 

have been investigated as a means of preventing the multipactor. The multipactonng 

process previously described can be applied to the case of a dielectnc deposited with a 

film. The one difference that must be considered is the interaction region between the 

dielectnc material and the film. Low SEE coefficients, minimal ohmic losses, and film 

thickness are the primary charactenstics of the surface coating that should be considered. 
IS IX 

Film coatings that have been investigated include Ti, Cr203, and TiN. " Expenments 
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with the TiN film has proven successful, and TiN is the pnmary focus in curtent research 

as a muUipactor suppression film. 

As previously mentioned, a low SEE yield of the dielectric material will prevent 

secondary electron emission resuUing from initial electrons striking the dielectric surface. 

The matenals that have been found suitable for microwave windows (aluminas) do not 

have in inherently low SEE coefficient. Therefore a film coating with a low SEE 

coefficient is deposited on the dielectric surface through a chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) method. 

The thickness of the film applied to the surface of the dielectric window is an 

important factor in determining the SEE coefficient, the effective loss tangent, and the 

conductivity. Previous experiments have shown that the SEE coefficient (accounting for 

electrons emitted from alumina dielectric and TiN film) will decrease with the thickness 

of TiN and almost have a constant value of less than unity for films thicker than 0 5 nm 

when subjected to electron energies of 10 keV.'*̂  Conversely, the effective loss tangent 

and conducfivity of the alumina and film will increase with film thickness. Results from 

an investigation of TiN films deposited on alumina surfaces yielded that the ideal 

thickness to provide a low SEE coefficient and loss tangent are in the range from 0.5 nm 

to 1.5 nm. 

The rf power dissipated on the surface of the wdndow can be expressed by the 

following equafion 

rf] =\ scoX2iX\5F.\lV+\cTE\n\ (2.28) 
•'loss h[alum\x\o) Jy[film) 

where 8 and tan5 are the permeability and loss tangent of the dielectric matenal, 

respectively, and a is the conductivity of the film. Equafion 2.28 can be simplified by 

using the effective loss tangent, 5', of the combination of the dielectric and film resulting 

in 

^.fio-ss = \£cotanS'E\iy . (2.29) 
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The cortelation between rf loss and the effective loss tangent is shown in Equation 2 29. 

and a low effecfive loss tangent will reduce the power dissipation on the dielectnc 

surface. 

The conducfive coafings can aid in the prevention of multipactonng by reducing 

the SEE coefficient, however film coatings, specifically the TiN film, increase the overall 

amount of ohmic losses and power dissipation. In addifion. the film coatings will 

influence the impedance of the dielectnc window, and possibly cause an impedance 

mismatch at the window, producing reflections. However, the solutions to these two 

problems is simple and can be solved by regulating the film type and thickness. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND TECHNIQUES 

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the breakdown phenomena of a 

dielectric material under medium microwave power (75 MW) conditions with high 

electric fields (70 kV/cm). A test system incorporafing the necessary components, 

diagnosfics, and high vacuum capability was made available from the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the Phillips Laboratory. This chapter outlines the design. 

operation, and characteristics of all subsystems. 

Vacuum Svstem 

The vacuum system consists of a Trivac roughing pump and a 400 liters second 

Perkins Elmer ion pump. A block diagram of the vacuum system including the vacuum 

manifold dimensions is shown in Figure 3.1. The Trivac roughing pump will produce an 

H-Planeof-
Ring Resonator 

Dielectric Sample 

t 
3" Bellow 3" Bellow 

Perkins Elmer 
400 lis Ion Pump 

t 

m 
BkKk 
Vahc 

Vacuum Tubing Legend 

J 2" Diameter 
J .">" Diameter 
J 6" Diameter 

\^..::......„.:.:A 6.5" Diameter 
^ B ^ B Conflat Gasket 
i H i i i i KF Flange Gasket 

^ ^ tsssa 

Trivac Roughing 
Pump 

Gate Valve Baratron Gauge 

Figure 3.1. Vacuum system pipe diameters. 
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ultimate pressure of 10 mTorr in the system which is sufficient to start the ion pump. 

The low vacuum assemblv is isolated from the rine resonator at the manifold bv a Varian 

block valve and the ion pump is isolated by a gate valve located at the lower half of the 

manifold. Bellows are placed between the manifold and the ring resonator vacuum ports 

to provide flexibility and to reduce the possibility of damaging the system when the ring 

resonator is moved. The vacuum ports leading to the ring resonator are located in the H-

plane of the ring waveguide as shown Figure 3.2 and are located on either side of the 

dielectric sample. 

Port for Cathode 
Ionization Gauge 

WR2&4 Waveguide used 
as Vacuum Port 

Flange 

Sample Holder 
Boundar\ 

Cross Section of Ring 
Resonator Waveguide 

Figure 3.2. Cross sectional view of vacuum ports into the ring resonator. 

The starting procedure for the vacuum system begins by roughing the entire 

system to a pressure in the 10 mTorr range. The ion pump is then isolated from the 

system by closing the gate valve and started from the control unit. A voltage of 

approximately 300 to 400 V and a current in the 2-10 A range indicate that an unconfined 

glow discharge exists in the pump. A rise in pressure will usually occur at this point and 

the gate valve may be slightly opened for a few seconds to allow the roughing pump to 

lower the vacuum to the 10 mTorr range. Next, the roughing pump is isolated from the 

system by closing the block valve and the ion pump is exposed to the ring resonator by 

slowly opening the gate valve. The voltage will increase as the pressure in the system 
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decreases. When the voltage has increased to 4 kV, the control unit may be placed in the 

"run'' mode which serves as a protection mode and will automatically shut down the 

control unit if the pressure rises to 10"̂  Torr. 

All high vacuum flanges were made of stainless steel and sealed with copper 

gaskets. The system was monitored using a Baratron gauge and controller for lower 

vacuum pressures and hot-cathode ionization vacuum gauges and controllers for higher 

vacuum pressures. The system was capable of attaining an ultimate vacuum of 

approximately 3x10' Torr. 

Microwave Power Generation 

The microwave power generation was accomplished by using a modified GE 

FPS6 pulse modulator in conjunction with a GE FPS6 transmitter. The pulse modulator 

cabinet is capable of producing a 5 )is pulse with an amplitude on the order of 10 kV. A 

layout of the high voltage circuitry is shown in Figure 3.3. A Kilovolt Corporation high 

voltage DC power supply charges the capacitor bank to approximately 23 kV through 

RG220/U coaxial cable. The thyratron switch is initially open, allowing the voltage to 

charge the 0.83 jiF capacitor and the 8.7 nF capacitor through the 12 H charging reactor 

When the thyratron switch is closed by a 2 |ns, 40V pulse, the current will dump to 

ground through the thyratron switch, allowing the capacitor bank to discharge through a 

RG220/U coaxial cable to the transmitter cabinet. The over voltage vacuum gap is 

designed into the system as a safety mechanism which is activated if the charging voltage 

exceeds the 24 kV breakdown threshold of the vacuum gap. The series combination of 

the 13.2 Q high power resistor bank I (HPR I) and the 8.7 nF capacitor produce a 

"despiker" circuit for the output voltage pulse. 

The GE transmitter consists of a pulse transformer and a Varian VMSl 143B 

coaxial magnetron. The magnetron consists of a cathode and a coaxial anode containing 

resonating slots. A schematic of a basic magnetron is shown in Figure 3.4. The 

dimensions of the cavity are designed to resonate the TCQI i mode at the selected 

operation frequency. The Varian VMSl 143B magnetron utilizes a wall ring tuner to 
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Magnehc P'leld l^ines 

Coupling Slot 

Vane Resonator 

Cathode 

Timing Position 

Cavity Mode Attenuator 

Electric Field Lines 

Stabalizing Cavity 

RF Output 
Waveguide 

Inner Circuit Mode Attenuator 

Figure 3.4. Cutaway schematic of a basic coaxial magnetron. 

allow the frequency to be adjusted from 2700 MHz to 2900 MHz. A graph showing the 

relationship between the tuning knob position and the magnetron frequency is shown in 

Figure 3.5. The magnetron operation is based on thermionic emission of electrons by 

supplying a sufficient heater current to the cathode prior to operation. A static magnetic 

field is applied parallel to the cathode so that when electrons are liberated from the 

cathode by a high voltage pulse, they will exhibit an E x B drift in the region between the 

anode and cathode. The strength of the applied magnetic field is computed based on the 

Hull criterion^ to keep emitted electrons from striking the anode. The events that occur 

during the operation of a pulsed input can be summarized as: 

The emitted electrons collect with other electrons and form an 
electron cloud which propagates toward the anode. The electron cloud 
will assume a spoke formation resulting from a tangential electric field 
established by rf oscillations within the resonant cavities in the anode 
segment. Passing through the electric field, the electrons are slowed, 
releasing energy to the rf field and contributing to the magnetron output 
power. However, all emitted electrons are not assumed into the electron 
cloud and can return to the cathode with sufficient energy to cause 
secondary electron emission. The final stage of operation is highly non

linear and has no theoretical description 21 
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Several factors contributing to poor behavior of magnetrons consist of changes in 

anode voltage, loading conditions, mode skipping, temperature, and heater current. First, 

a slight change in anode voltage or current can cause a change in frequency known as 

frequency pushing. The TE„n cavity mode has an inherently high Q value because the 

2900 

DIAL SETTING 

Figure 3.5. Magnetron frequency as a function of the tuning dial setting 

resistive losses in the cavity wall are low as the result of the low wall currents for this 

mode."" The high Q of the coaxial cavity provides stabilization against frequency 

shifting due to changes in current and loading. The pushing characteristics for the Varian 

VMSl 143B magnetron operating at 2.9 GHz are shown in Figure 3.6. Second, mode 
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Jc (/> 
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0. >. 
o 
c 
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o 
-200 i 

-400 

-600 ^ 

Peak Current (A) 

Figure 3.6. Frequency pushing characteristics of the VMSl 143B magnetron.'̂  
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skipping occurs when the magnetron failed to oscillate during a given pulse, or failed to 

oscillate at the desired frequency or mode. A ver\' fast input voltage pulse risetime or 

internal magnetron arcing are common causes of mode skipping. The cavitv mode 

attenuator and the inner circuit mode attenuator (shown in Figure 3 4) are designed into 

the coaxial magnetron to allow other modes to couple to, and thus be inhibited Third. 

during operation the magnetron temperature will rise, slightlv changing the geometrv 

The geometrical change can cause a drift in frequency, and the thermal drift 

characteristics of the VMSl 143B is shown in Figure 3.7. Last, the heater current must be 

-2.5 

Time (min) 

Figure 3.7. Thermal drift characteristics of the VMSl 143B magnetron.^ ̂  

set properiy in order to achieve proper electron emission from the cathode. In general, a 

higher heater current will warm the cathode to a higher temperature and release electrons 

more easily. However, operating the cathode at temperatures exceeding the 

recommended values will cause premature deterioration of the emitter. Conversely, if 

the heater current is too low, electron emission will be hindered causing misfiring or 

mode skipping. 

The operating efficiency of a coaxial magnetron is denoted as the input to output 

power ratio and is inherently high (50-80%) in coaxial magnetrons, but depends on all of 

the previously described operating factors. The stability of the input power depends on 

the quality and design of the pulse modulator. The voltage risetime, pulsewidth, and 

continuity dictate the initial stages of electron emission, which eventually correlate to the 
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magnetron output pulse. In addition to the input power, the output power depends on all 

of the electrical factors previously described as well as mechanical factors such as 

vibration and shock. 

A layout of the transmitter cabinet is shown in Figure 3.3. The pulse transformer 

increases the output voltage pulse from the modulator to a maximum value of 64 kV 

with a 23 kV charging voltage. The Varian magnetron is mounted directly on top of the 

pulse transformer so that the cathode of the magnetron is in direct contact with the 

transformer output. The heater current for the magnetron is supplied by an adjustable 

autotransformer in the modulator cabinet. Typical characteristics of the Varian 

magnetron are given in Table 3.1. The microwave energy is axialIv extracted from the 

Table 3.1. Typical characteristics of the VMSl 143B magnetron."' 

Parameter 

Tunable Frequency Range 
Efficiency 
Power Output 
Peak Power Input 
Pulse Duration 

Duty Cycle 
Frequency Pushing Factor 

Peak Anode Current 
Heater Voltage 
Heater Current 

Value 

2.7 - 2.9 GHz 
60% at 2.8 GHz 
3.2 MW 
6416 kW 

2.0 jas typical 
1.25 kHz 
15 kHz/A 
97 A 
9V 
16-21 Aat9 V 

magnetron to standard WR284 waveguide. A Beryllia (BeO) window is placed at the 

extraction port to seal the vacuum inside the magnetron. 

In order for the microwave system to function properiy, the magnetron requires a 

2.5 gpm purified water coolant supply The waveguide that is placed after the beryllia 

window is pressurized with air to 30 psi to prevent arcing inside the waveguide. The 

proper procedure for operating the microwave system is listed in Figure 3.8. A typical 

output voltage pulse is shown in Figure 3.9. The peak in the pulse in Figure 3.9 

represents 3.2 MW and the pulse width is approximately 2.6 ^s. 
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1. Establish 2.5 gpm water flow to the magnetron and pressurize waveguide 
not under vacuum to 32 psi. 

2. Turn on modulator cabinet power 

3. Adjust heater voltage to read 105 V 

4. Adjust thyratron heater voltage to 4.25 V 

5. Turn on DC charging power supply 

6. Turn on thyratron trigger generator 

7. Wait 8 minutes to allow the magnetron and all vacuum tubes to warm up 

8. Set thyratron trigger generator for a 40 V, 2 |̂ s pulse 

9. Charge the modulator from 20 kV to 23 kV (max) 

10. Operate system in single shot or repetition mode 

Figure 3.8. Operating procedure for the microwave system. 
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Figure 3.9. Typical VMSl 143B magnetron output pulse (22kV charging voltage). 

Traveling Wave Resonator 

The traveling wave resonator (ring resonator) is used to increase the 3 MW output 

power from the magnetron by a maximum factor of 14 dB. The primarv components of 

the ring resonator are the input sidewall coupler, a phase shifter/reactor, and the device 

under test. A complete diagram of the ring resonator is shown in Figure 3.10. The 
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following section will describe each primary ring component in detail as well as ring 

characteristics and results from a simulation of the wave propagation in the ring 

resonator. 

Transmitter 
Varian V/MSII43B 
Coaxial Magnetron 

Directional Coupler 

High Power 
Matched Load 

Alumina Vacuum Window 

Input Sidewall 
Coupler 

Matched Reverse Power 
Coupler î oad 

Dielectric Window 

Glass View Port 

Forward Power 
Coupler 

Luminosity Diagnostic 
and V ideo Camera 

Field Probe 
Diagnostic .X-Ray Diagnostic 

Figure 3.10. Ring resonator layout with diagnostics. 

Input Sidewall Coupler 

The input sidewall coupler provides two functions in the ring resonator: (1) The 

coupler provides isolation from the magnetron power source, and (2) The coupling 

coefficient determines the amount of power gain in the ring. 

A typical coupler will have apertures (coupling holes) strategically placed in a 

common wall between two waveguide pieces as shown in Figure 3.11. The sidewall 

coupler apertures are located in the common H-plane of two adjoining waveguide walls. 

Although the sidewall coupler for the ring resonator has not been internally inspected, 
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muhiple aperture coupling holes are typical in high power sidewall couplers. Due to the 

location of the coupling apertures, only the H. component of the electromagnetic wave 

will exist at the apertures, thus inducing magnetic coupling. Several methods explaining 

the theory of aperture coupling 

Power Source 
(Magnetron) 

1 

Through (Load) 

n6 Rl 

V 
V 4 

R2 i 
y -I V A V 

'-< 

r, 
^ 

R4 
4 4 ^ 
0" -90" ^4->. \ 

13 

Isolated Port Coupled Port 
(Ring Resonator) 

Figure 3.11. Power flow diagram for a typical directional coupler. 

exist and are found in most microwave and field theory textbooks."^* One common 

method describing the sidewall coupling phenomena is by the formation of a magnetic 

dipole parallel to the sidewall coupling aperture. The absence of an electnc field 

component at the aperture results from the tangential boundary conditions of basic 

electric fields at the H-plane wall. The amount of radiated energy through the coupling 

holes depend upon the size, configuration, and location of the hole. Assuming the 

coupling holes are spaced one quarter wavelength apart, the radiated energy coupled 

backward (toward the isolated port) will be 180° out of phase and completely cancel 
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under ideal conditions. Conversely, the radiated energy coupled forward (toward the 

ring) will be in phase and add. 

Now that a basic theory of aperture coupling has been established, a multihole 

directional coupler similar to the ring resonator input directional coupler can be 

described. A typical two-hole directional coupler is shown in Figure 3.11 where 

4 (x = 1..4) indicates the amplitude and phase of waves traveling toward the coupler and 

R^. (x = 1 ..4) indicates the amplitude and phase of waves reflected and traveling from the 

coupler. The wave propagation in the coupler can be described by the following set of 

equations: 

R, = SJ, +S,J,+S,,I, + SJ, (3.1a) 

R, = .V,,/, + S,,I, + .S33/3 + S^I, (3. Ic) 

R, = SJ, + S,J, + .̂ ,3/3 + SJ„ (3. Id) 

where the values of Ŝ y denote the scattering matrix parameters. 

Since the coupler is assumed to be reciprocal, the following conditions appiv 

^U =^ '̂22 =^^^ =̂ ^̂ -M ^P ( 3 - 2 ) 

and the following assignments can be made 

S,,=S,,=k^ (3.4) 

^ 4 =^1^ = ^J ' (^-6) 

where k^. is the coupling factor for the wave, k, is the transmittance of the wave through 

the directional coupler, and kj is the directivity factor. Equation 3.1 will now simplify to 

R,=[S]I. (3.7) 

where [.Vjis defined as the scattering matrix for the directional coupler and is given by 
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[s] = 

S V S' V 
"-Ml '•'12 '•^13 ^^\4 

S S V "s 
t ' - t i i . ' -»-V l ^ ' - * ^ ' • ' ' > 1 

^ S' '̂ '̂ 
'-'31 '-'32 "-^33 ^'34 

V V V V 
J^A\ "^42 '•'43 '•^44 

Equation 3.8 can be further simplified by assuming that the coupler is matched at all 

ports and setting/? - 0 and applying the condition .S„„, = .S 

(3.8) 

noi imi • 

{S\ = 

0 ^ s ^ 
u 0 , 2 0 , 3 0 ,4 

S' 0 V S' 
i.>]2 ^ ' ' 2 3 "̂  ''4 

'-^13 '-^23 " '•^34 

V V V 0 
0 , 4 O24 O34 U 

(3.9 

If the network is lossless, 10 equations result from the unitary, or energy converison, 

condition.^ - Consider the multiplication of rows 1 and 2 and rows 4 and 3 in Equation 

3.9: 

'-'23''^13 ^ ^ '24 ' - ' | 4 ~ ^ 

' ' ' I 3 ' ' ' l 4 ^ '- '23'- '24 ~ ^ 

(3.10a) 

(3.10b) 

Equation 3.10a and Equation 3.10b can be multiplied by S]^ and S\^, respectively, and 

subtracted to obtain the relationship, or condition: 

s:l S \ -
^^13 

s. 24 0. (3.11) 

Similariy, rows 1 and 3 and rows 4 and 2 can be multiplied yielding 

c V* + V S'* = 0 
' • 2 ^ * ' 12 '•34'^ 14 

(3.12a) 

^2^'4+'-V^'24 = 0 . (3.12b) 

Equation 3.12a and Equation 3.12b can be multiplied by S^. and .V34, respectively, and 

subtracted to obtain the second condition 

s^ Sn 12 l^.4| = 0 (3.13) 

Equations 3.11 and 3.13 relate the three scattering matrix coefficients and contain two 

possible solutions. The first solution is to let .V14 = .̂ .3 = 0, which indicates an ideal 
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directional coupler. The second solution is to let .S13 = 2̂4 and Xi: = .V34 which indicates 

that 1̂4 and .S23 are nonzero resulting in a non-ideal directional coupler. Although the 

second solution seems more practical, consider Equation 3. lOa and Equation 3.12a with 

the conditions .SŶ  = .S24 =./^ and .̂ 12 = X34 = p: 

/^&, + .s-;) = o (:^i4) 

</(.s;-.S-„) = 0 (3.1?) 

Once again, these equations, or conditions, contain two solutions. Considering/? = q = 0 

would result in scattering matrix of a decoupled four port network, which is not a 

practical solution. The second solution is to let .V14 -= S^^ = 0, which is the same solution 

for Equations 3.11 and 3.13. 

Allowing the directivity coefficients .V14 = ^̂23 ^ ĉ/= 0 produces a scattering 

matrix for an ideal directional coupler. The coupling and transmittance coefficients (A, 

and k,) can be found by the self multiplication of the rows of the unitary scattering matrix 

resulting in the condition 

k^^+k; = \. (3.16) 

Since port 2 of the directional coupler will be terminated with a matched load, 12 

can be made zero.. The following set of equations result from the scattering matrix of 

Equation 3.9 is where the directivity factor and/> are still be considered: 

R^=pI^+kJ, + k,I, (3.17a) 

R,^k,I,+kjI, + kJ, (3.17b) 

R, = kJ,+pI,+k,I, (3.17c) 

R,=k,!,+k,I,+pI,. (3.17d) 

Milosevik and Vautey" '̂ identified the over voltage coefficient as the relationship 

^ 1 (3.18) 
A I 

where // is the incident wave from the magnetron and R^ is the coupled wave entering 

the ring resonator as denoted in Figure 3.11. Since port 3 and port 4 in Figure 3.11 will 

be connected with a length of waveguide to form the ring, A and ^ can be written as 
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I, = R,c-'"''P' (3.19) 

74 = /^""^' '^ ' (3.20) 

where a is the ring waveguide attenuation constant in nepers and /?is the phase delav in 

radians of the ring waveguide at a given frequency. Combining 3 17c, 3.17d. 3 19 and 

3.20 yield the following relations : 

R, = kJ,+pR,c-'''^iP^ + k,R,c-^^^''^' (3.21) 

R, = kJ, + k,R,c-^"''^' + pR^e-^"^'f^^ (3.22) 

which can be simplified algebraically to 

kJ, + pRx'-'"''^^ 

(1-^- ' " "^^^) 

By substituting the equation for R4 into Equation 3.21 and simplifying, the ratio of/e, to 

/i is found to be 

R, k^{\-k,e-') + pk^L' 
(3.25) /, i\-k,e-^f-p'e-'' 

where ^ a jp. Examination of Equation 3.25 will show that the effect of p and kj on 

the overvoltage constant appear as an independent product in both the numerator and 

denominator. Previously, the fact the directional coupler is matched at all ports was 

stated, resulting with the condition that/> = 0. Implying this condition will null the 

effects of the directivity factor, reducing Equation 3.25 to 

R, k^ 
-r = -—• (3.26) 

The relationship of Equation 3.26 can be written in terms of the coupling value of 

the directional coupler through the standard relationship 

C = -20\ogk^. (3.27) 

Solving Equation 3.27 for k^. and simplifying algebraically yields 
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K = ̂  .3 28) 

which can in turn be used to solve for k^ from Equation 3.16 resulting in 

^' = \ ~ ^ • (3.29) 

The ratio of/?;, to /, can now written in terms of the coupling value: 

R. '?, 
(3.30) 

The overvoltage constant N was previously defined in Equation 3.18, and can be directlv 

obtained by taking the absolute value of Equation 3.30 and considering only the 

waveguide attenuation in the propagation constant. The final equation for \' is 

\R,\ I 
Â  = 

rzr (3.31) 
I ]̂ ! V( -V( - 1 -e' 

Since Â  is related to the apparent power attainable in the ring through the 

relationship*^^ 

K = Pr^''^ (3.32) 

the optimum value ofC can be solved from Equation 3.31 by solving 

for (' to obtain (' : 

= 0 

I 
^o- |_^-2a • (3.33) 

The maximum over voltage constant, N^, can now be found by substituting CQ into 

Equation 3.31 and simplifying algebraically to obtain 

\ I — e 

The attenuation constant, <x is the only factor in determining the coupling factor and the 

maximum power gain. The primary cause of loss in the ring resonator is due to the 

attenuation in the imperfectly conducting waveguide walls, which was derived from the 

law of conservation of energy"^ and can be solved from equation 3.35. V(z) is the 
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A = 
2P{=) (3.35) 

time average power through a cross section of the waveguide and Ftfij is the time 

average power loss in the waveguide per unit length. The equation for conductor loss 

(Np/m) in TEio mode according to Cheng"' is 

2hff.y 
a = 

4/^c 
Tjb 

\ ^ 
( l - fr 

f 

1 + 
a \ t J 

(3.36) 

where the constants and their values are given in Table 3.3 Inserting the values from 

Table 3.2 into Equation 3.36 yields a = 0.006 Np m. The optimum coupling 

Table 3.2 WR284 waveguide parameters and constants. 

Constant ' Value 
fc (Cutoff frequency) 
/(Operating frequency) 
J7 (^Intnnsic impedance) 
<7c (Conductivity of copper) 
a (inner waveguide width) 
b (inner waveguide height) 
fdc (permeabiliu of free space) 
One way ring travel distance 

2.08 GHz 
2.856 GHz 
377 Q 
5.80 X lO^S/m 
7.214 cm 
3.404 cm 
471 X IO"^Hm 
3.2 m 

coefficient and the maximum over voltage constant can be computed from Equations 

3.33 and 3.34, respectively, using a = 0.006 (Np m)-3.2 (m) = 0.0192 Np which yields 

To = 26.54 = 14.24 dB 

.V„, = 5.15. 

The values obtained are based on the ideal attenuation constant, and a peak ring power of 

106 MW can be attained from a 4 MW peak magnetron output. Larger waveguide 

attenuation can be attributed due to wav eguide imperfections and the fifteen flanges that 

were not accounted for in Equation 3.36 

The input sidewall coupling values for different frequencies were supplied by 

SLAC"^ and are shown in Figure 3.12 along with the attainable ring power corresponding 



to the coupling values. The nng power was computed from Equation 3.18 with a = 

0.006 nepers/m and a 3.5 MW average magnetron output power. As seen in Figure 3.12. 

frequency drift of the magnetron does not have a great impact on the ring power as a 

function of the input sidewall coupling value. From Figure 3.12. the maximum power 

attainable in the ring with the current system is approximately 78 MW with a 3.5 MW 

nominal input. The magnetron is capable of producing a 4 MW output which would 

correspond to a maximum ring power of 100 MW under ideal conditions. 

29.00 

- 28.50 

28.40 
2846 

Coupling 

2856 

Magnetron Frequency (kHz) 

78.50 

78.45 

2866 

Figure 3.12. Input sidewall coupling values for various frequencies. 

Phase Shifter / Reactor 

The second key component in the ring resonator is the phase shifter and reactor 

(PSR). The phase shifter is used to adjust the length of the feedback loop to obtain 

proper phasing and resonance. The reactor is combined with the phase shifter and is used 

to cancel reflected waves before they reach the dielectric window. The circuit is made 

up of a hybrid, or 3 dB, coupler and two adjustable plungers as shown in Figure 3.13. 

The elongation distance (phase shifter) is denoted by .v and the displacement distance 

(reactor) is denoted by v. An analysis similar to that of the input sidewall coupler will be 

used here to characterize the incident forward and reflected waves at the PSR. 
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The scattering matrix for a 3 dB coupler is defined by 

l^'.*] = V2 

0 1 

1 0 

J 0 

Lo J 

J 
0 

0 

I 

o' 
J 
1 

0_ 

(-v-̂ 7) 

Zero Reference 

Figure 3.13. Circuit diagram of the phase shifter/reactor. 

From Figure 3.13, the incident wave will be referenced at port 1. The first equations 

derived will relate the transmitted and reflected waves due to an incident wave at port I. 

The transmitted wave at port 4 due to an incident wave at port 1 can be described from 

the scattering matrix in Equation 3.37 as 

7 4 / , = .S'2, X42 + S^, ^"43. (3.38) 

Noting that wave propagation will be denoted by e'^^ where x 0 occurs at the reference 

plane in Figure 3.6, Equation 3.37 can be expressed as 

1 1 
^Iti ( > - > ) -^ ^ . J P (->•->• I ^ J ^ J P (•*+> ) ^iPix+v) 

' ' V2 v/2 V2 V2 
(3.39) 

which can be simplified by combining exponential terms and applying Eulers identity to 

obtain 

TJ,^jc"^cos{2py). (3.40) 
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The reflected wave at port I due to the incident wave at port I is described bv 

/ ? , / ,= /7 ,=^^ ,^ ;2+^^ , 'SB. (3.4i) 

Using the same method to obtain Equation 3.40, Equation 3.41 can be simplified to 

obtain 

^iA=/^i =-/c'"^'sin(2y^'). (3.42) 

The equations for T^R^, and 7̂ 4/4 can be found by the same method used to find 74/1 and 

7̂ i7i. Noting that the N^^J matrix is symmetrical and substituting ĉ '̂ for c'̂ '̂ ' to account 

for the traveling reflected wave, T^R:^ and 7̂474 are given by 

7j7^4=./c'-'-^^cos(2y?^) (3.43) 

^4/4=/^4=-. /^ '""^sin(2y0v') . (3.44) 

Equation 3.40 and Equations 3.42 to 3.44 can be used to characterize the phase 

shifter by varying .Y and \. Graphs showing phase shift and amplitude relevant to the .v 

and \ positions for Equation 3.40 and Equations 3.42 to 3.44 are shown in Figures 3.14 

Under ideal conditions, the value of .v will alter the phase and have a negligible effect on 

the amplitude of the traveling wave. The \ value will primarily affect the amplitude and 

cause a 180° phase shift at certain values. 

From Equations 3.42 and 3.44, if the displacement value \ is equal to a multiple 

of >-g/4, the reflection coefficients/^i and/74 will equal zero (no reflection). The other 

extreme occurs when \' equals a multiple of ?Lg/8 and the reflection coefficients/^i and 774 

will equal one (total reflection). From Figure 3.14, the amplitude relationship between 

forward and reflected waves is inversely proportional which allows cancellation of the 

reflected wave and transmission of the incident wave. 

Dielectnc Window and Holder 

The window configuration that is investigated in this paper is the standard pill 

box geometry with vacuum on either side of the window as shown in Figure 3.15. The 

cavity is compro sed of a cylindrical housing attached to standard S-band waveguide on 

either side. The ideal pillbox structure is designed to be impedance matched with the 
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Figure 3.14. Effect of elongation and displacement values on the phase and 
amplitude of the traveling wave. 
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wave impedance. The wave impedance is given by 

Z J-^ (3.45) 

The wavenumber k is defined by co^ and the intrinsic impedance is defined bv ^/A/E 

The propagation constant P is defined bv 

J3=^Jco^^p€-[7^/ay (3.46) 

Dielectric Sample 

Figure 3.15. Pillbox housing with dielectric sample. 

for the TEjo mode where a is the width of the waveguide. Using a frequency of 

2.856 GHz, the wave impedance is found to be 

Z.,,- * 549Q. 

The impedance of the pillbox cavity is dependent upon the dimensions of the cavity and 

the dielectric material placed inside the cavity. The pillbox cavity originally designed for 

the ring resonator was to contain a high purity (99.5%) alumina sample. The pillbox 

cavity with alumina was simulated with Maxwell Eminence which provides dynamic 

field simulation capabilities for objects described in cartesian and rectangular 

coordinates. The initial simulation is for an alumina sample with dielectric constant and 

loss tangent values of 9.5 and 0.0003, respectively. The dielectnc window view of the 

electric field magnitude for a 180° cycle in 30° intervals is shown in Figure 3.16. and the 
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E-plane view for the same cycle intervals is shown in Figure 3.17. In both figures, the 

darker gray patterns represent higher field strengths. 

Since the window cavity can be considered a two port network, the scattering 

matrix will be useful in determining the power reflection and transmission coefficients. 

The parameters of the scattering matrix are defined when the opposite port is terminated 

in a matched load. The scattering matrix for the cavity can be extracted directlv from the 

Eminence software and for alumina is given as 

" 0.986Z76.58° 0.163Z - 12.03°' 

0.163Z - 12.03° 0.986Z76.58° [^PB] = (3.47) 
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Figure 3.17. H-Plane view of electric field propagation vv ith alumina window. 
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As can be seen from the s-parameters, the pillbox cavitv is symmetrical and matched at 

both ends. The scattering matrix can be converted to an impedance matrix through a 

transformation resulting in 

Kh 698Z90.2° 119z91° ' 

n9Z91° 698Z90.2° 
(3.48) 

From Equation 3.48, the alumina sample causes the impedance as seen from either end of 

the pillbox housing to be greater than the wave impedance, resulting in a reflected wav c 

Calculated Rintz Resonator Characteristics 

The ring resonator was intended to operate at a frequency of 2.856 GHz, which is 

equivalent to a 59.86 r/m wavenumber. The waveguide dimensions confomi to WR284 

standard which has a width and height of 7.2 cm and 3.4 cm, respectively. Microwave 

propagation will occur since the cutoff frequency and cutoff wavenumber of WR284 

waveguide are 2.078 GHz and 43.55 r/m, respectively. The velocity of the wave can be 

computed from the phase velocity equation, 

v = -^ = 4.37-l0'm/s. (3.49) 

The transit time of the ring can be found by multiplying the travel distance of the 

microwave, which is approximately 3.2 m, by the inverse phase velocit>; 

J 32 

V "4.37-10 

The guide wavelength, >ig, can be solved from the relation 

t,=- = ^ n r = 7.32 ns. (3.50) 

where X = c / = 10.5 cm. Substituting the values for the frequency and cutoff frequency, 

the guide wavelength is approximately 15.3 cm. The number of wavelengths in one loop 

around the ring is equal to 

d 3^ 
n = — = ——^2\. (3.52) 

' 4 0.153 
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The nsetime of the cavit\' was calculated v la a computer simulation of the resonant ring 

loop. A 2 fis unit input pulse was the simulated input which produced a risetime of 

approximately 800 ns under ideal conditions. The qualit\' factor, Q. of the cavit>' can be 

found by applying the definition of the Q value and the energ\ concept."'̂  

colV,, 

^ 1. 

where W,„, is the total energy stored in the cavit\' and P[ is the power dissipated in one 

period. The power dissipated in one period can be approximated bv 

^\ = /;, - /:., = PJ^-c-'"^}- 2ccdP,„ (3.54) 

for small values of cd.. The value of Pm can be written as the product of the energv' per 

unit length of the waveguide and the group velocity, 

V" 

P = w V % w -^ (3 5"̂ ) 
" V 

and the value of Wjot can be approximated by 

P.A^ 
W,^, = M',d = ^ ^ . (3.56) 

\' 

Using ?., = VQ// and X^= v!f, the previous equations can be used to simplify Equation 3.53 

resulting in a quality factor 

1 271 

2a A. 
(3.57) 

Substituting the previously defined wavelength values and an attenuation value of 0.006 

Np/m, the approximate Q value of the cavity is 7290. 

The electric field intensity inside the ring resonator is of great importance since 

random arcing inside the waveguide components (i.e., sidewall coupler, phase shifter) is 

a threat to the Q of the cavitv The electric field intensit} as a function of the ring power 

can be realized from two of the non-zero Maxwell equations for the TEiu propagation 

mode. 

icoua . (7ix^ 
E^XP) = -=^-^H„{P)s\x{ — e''"' (3.58a) 
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jpa .T\ 
.\ 

HAP) = -^^H„{P)si 
71 \ a J 

,.-'^- Uv58b) 

The cross sectional time average power flowing through the waveguide can be identified 

from the Poynting's Theorem of average power flow. Based on the assumption that the 

microwave energy is propagating (i.e., a real p exists), the time average power can be 

calculated in the following manner: 

on 

^o)pp 
\K J 

//:jlsin{— 
on ^ ^ y 

dxdx' (3.59) 

= copPab\ 
V 27r 

Solving equation 3.57 for H^ in terms ofP(z) and substituting the result into Equation 

3.58a vields the result 

EAP) = - jco/ja 
f 

K 

- ^ V ^ (7^^ APK 
sin 

-7/t 

\a J 
(3.60) 

A plot of the electric field as a function of power is shown in Figure 3.18 where .v is equal 

to 0.5a to show the maximum values of /v The electron energy versus power is also of 

interest and can be derived from Newton's law, 

eE sin cot - m.x . (3.61) 

Integrating the left side of equation 3.61 with respect to time and solving in terms of the 

electron velocity yields 

2c E 
max (3.62) 

mco 

Equation 3.62 can be substituted into the general equation for kinetic energy to provide a 

relation between the electric field and electron energ\: 

/;/ . 
U', = — X ' 

KIN - ) m 

feEY 
\co J 

(3.63) 
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Equation 3 63 is non-relativistic but will provide a close approximation suitable for 

analysis. Substituting the value of electron mass as m = 5.1 MO^ eV c' into Equation 

3.63, the resulting unit will be eV and the electron kinetic energy can be plotted as a 

function of the electric field power as shown in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18. Electric field and electron energy versus ring power. 

Typical power values for the ring without a dielectric sample are on the order of 70 MW 

which corresponds to an electric field of approximately 80 kv cm and an electron energy 

of approximately 70 keV. When a dielectric sample is present in the ring, the average 

power reached before arcing or flashover is reduced to the 50 MW to 60 MW range. The 

average electron energy at 60 MW is 60 keV which is high enough to produce x-rays. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DIAGNOSTICS 

The diagnostic instruments used in this experiment were fonvard power, reflected 

power, field probes, luminosit>', and soft X-ray sensors. A detailed description of each 

tool used is given in the following paragraphs. 

Forward and Reflected Power Diatmostics 

Forward and reflected power measurements were performed by using Moreno 

crossed-guide couplers and high speed microwave detector diodes. Referring to Figure 

3.10, the location of both directional couplers relevant to the device under test can be 

seen. A detailed view of the directional coupler is shown in Figure 4 1. The Moreno 

Secondary Waveguide 

Primary Waveguide 2p3:::2ms3s 

Forward Pov\ er 

Coupling Holes 

•O 

rO 

Vacuum Window 

Reflected Power 

Vacuum Window 

Figure 4.1. Moreno crossed-field directional coupler. 

coupler will radiate fields that are 180° out of phase. This is accomplished by locating 

the coupling holes a distance Ẑ apart in opposite halves of the primarv waveguide where 

the magnetic fields are oppositely directed. ' Consider an incident wave. //, propagating 

into port 1 in Figure 4.1, and let the coupled wave amplitudes be denoted by (\; and (^4 

for port 3 and port 4, respectively. Referring to Figure 4.1, the wave coupled to port 3 is 
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^ 1 — I r\ + ' r-y c\ ^ •'r: (4.1) 

where la and Ic2 represent the incident wave coupling at the first and second aperture 

respectively. Representing the coupling coefficient as //. Equation 4 I can be wrinen a.s 

(\ = I^e-''^-I,e-^^ =0 (4 2) 

where the negative signs results from the second aperture location in the opposite halve 

of the primary waveguide. The wave coupled to port 4 is 

C > / ^ , + 7 ^ . , = / ^ - / ^ e - ' ' ^ (4.3) 

which can be simplified algebraically and transformed to decibels giving the coupling 

value for the Moreno crossed-field coupler as 

(' = -20log(2/^smy&/). (4 4) 

From Equation 4.2, the directivity of the Moreno coupler is theoretically infinite and 

independent of frequency. The maximum coupling value for a given coupling coefficient 

occurs when J is a quarter wavelength so that smpd=\. 

Assuming the forward incident wave enters port 1, the microwave energv will 

couple to the secondary waveguide and be directed to a waveguide to coaxial adapter. 

Conversely, a reflected wave entering port 2 is directed to and dissipated in a matched 

load. The characteristics for the forward and reflected wave directional couplers are 

given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. respectively." 

Table 4.1. Forward power coupler charactenstics. 

Frequency (MHz) Coupling (dB) 

2846 
2856 
2866 

-56.65 
-56.80 
-56.85 

Directivit>(dB) 

-25.75 
-25.90 
-26.15 

Table 4.2. Reflected power coupler characteristics. 

Frequency (MHz) 

2846 
2856 
2866 

Coupling (dB) 

-46.23 
-46.42 
-46.64 

Directivit\'(dB) 

-32.04 
-31.85 
-35.53 
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Hewlett Packard 8474B coaxial GaAs microwave detectors were used to measure 

the power in the ring resonator. The 8474B diode possesses an 18 GHz bandwidth, 19 ps 

risetime, and a 0.4 mV/|LiW low level sensitivit>. An additional 40 dB attenuation on the 

forward coupler and an additional 50 dB attenuation on the reflected power coupler were 

required to satisfy the 200 mW diode maximum operating condition. The diodes were 

characterized at 2.856 GHz by using a microwave frequency generator and amplifier to 

introduce power levels ranging from -11 dBm to 22 dBm. The output voltage of the 

diode was measured at 0.5 dBm increments and charted for each diode as shown in 

Figure 4.2. 

3 

15 10 

Diode 1 
Diode 2 
Diode 3 

0 5 10 
Input Power (dBm) 

15 20 

Figure 4.2. HP8474B diode calibration measurements at 2.856 GHz. 

Field Probes 

In order to achieve an idea of the amount of the transmittance and reflection 

properties of the dielectric material, two wire antennas (probes) were mounted on either 
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side of the dielectric material. An H-plane view of the placement of the probes relevant 

to the dielectric sample is shown in Figure 4.3. The total distance between the probes is 

Hermetically Sealed 
SMA Bulkhead Receptacle 

O-rine 

3M 

Dielectric Sample 
^0.318 cm thick 

Microwave Propagation 

5.1 cm • 5.1cm 

Hcmieticall> .Scaled 
SMA Bulklicad Receptacle 

l^ 

WR284 Waveguide 
(H-Plane View) 

Figure 4.3. Positions of the field probes relative to the dielectric sample 

approximately 10.48 cm which is less than the 15.3 cm guide wavelength. The device 

used as the field probes were hermetically sealed SMA bulkhead receptacles mounted on 

the waveguide E-plane centered about the dielectric sample. A 20 dB attenuator and a 

high speed detector diode (same as used for power measurements) were placed on each 

probe to allow the magnitude of the field to be recorded. 

The probes are positioned at the center of the E-plane on the waveguide, and the 

wire antennas are positioned in 0.1875 inch coupling holes. The amount of field 

coupling is relevant to the depth of the antenna in the hole and the phase of the traveling 

wave. Since the ring resonator requires frequent phase adjusting, a definite calibration of 

the field probes relevant to power transmittance and reflectance at the window is difficult 

to obtain. The amplitudes have thus far been recorded simply to monitor the activ ity of 

the traveling wave when breakdown occurs. A more definite analysis of the field probe 

outputs relevant to power is planned for the future. 
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X-Rav Diagnostic 

Soft x-ray emission measurements are accomplished with the combination of an 

Amperex 2020 photomultiplier tube, NE102 plastic scintillator, and 10|im aluminum 

foil. The expenmental arrangement is shown below in Figure 4 4 The aluminum foil 

absorbs the visible light emitted from the discharge and the spectral transfer 

characteristics of the foil are shown in Figure 4 5. A 5 mm hole was drilled in the 

waveguide H-plane at a 35° angle toward the center of the dielectric sample. 

lO/ym Aluminum Foil 
NE102 Scintillator 

WR284 Waveguide 
(E-Plane View) 

a 
AMPEREX 2020 PMT 

Light Exiraciion Path 

Dielectric Sample 

Figure 4.4 Schematic layout of the X-ray sensor. 

The number of electrons producing X-rays can be estimated by using the energ\ 

conversion efficiency for Bremsstrahlung. 

where Z is the atomic number of the target material and E is the electron impact energy 

in eV". From the Maxwell Eminence simulation of the pillbox cavity in Chapter 111. a 
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Figure 4.5. Transmission characteristic of 10 um aluminum foil.'' 

large electric field magnitude occurs at the intersection of the pillbox cavit> and the 

rectangular waveguide. Therefore, the point of origin of X-ray producing electrons will 

be assumed at the intersection opposite of the X-ray diagnostic as shown. 

The relation between the PMT output current and the X-ray producing electron 

current can be written as^ 

^ Xra\' ^ P 
(4.6) 

where the parameters are defined in Table 4.3. Equation 4.6 can written in terms 

Table 4.3. X-ray diagnostics parameters. 

Parameter 
5 

Os-T 

^ST}-: 

TE 

Tp 

rife 

nOH 

^ S - P M T 

A 

noH 

Description 
Bremsstrahlung energy conversion efficiency (copper) 
solid angle of the scintillator to the electron source 
spectral transfer efficiency of the lOjam aluminum foil 
electron impact energy 
visible photon energy 
florescence efficiency of the scintillator 
output efficiency of the scintillator 
solid angle of the scintillator to the PMT 
PMT amplification factor 
PMT quantum efficiency 

Value 
2.9-10"% 
0.004 
Figure 4.5 
varies 
4eV 
0.02 
0.11 
0.085 
10̂  
0.1 
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of the PMT output voltage and reduced to 

r^,=27.M0-«;;,,,r,-V,,,„ (4.7) 

assuming a 50 Q output load of the PMT. 

Luminosity Diagnostic 

During window breakdown, localized colonng and heating of the dielectnc disk 

is usually noticed. The luminosity sensor and an optional video camera are incorporated 

into the ring resonator to record the amount of light emission occumng during 

breakdown. A Hamamatsu R1463 head-on photomultiplier tube with 2.5 ns nsetime. 24 

ns electron transit time, anode sensitivity of 5.1x10"̂  AAV, and a spectral response range 

of 185 nm to 850 nm was used as a preliminary PMT for testing purposes. 

The luminosity diagnostic may be used with or without a video camera. The 

configuration without the video camera places the PMT directly at the glass v lewport on 

the lower right side of the ring resonator. A window size equivalent to the cross sectional 

area of the WR284 waveguide is imaged to the PMT through the 1 inch diameter glass 

view port. Since the PMT is placed approximately 1 m from the dielectric window, a 

solid angle of 0.51x10"' is covered. A cross sectional schematic of the luminosit\' 

diagnostic without the video camera is shown in Figure 4.6. The configuration with the 

video camera places a Panasonic video recorder in front of the glass view port and a 2 m 

bundled fiber optic cable to the PMT. The fiber optic cable is placed on the top of the 

ambient light shield at a angle of 35° toward the glass view port. For analysis, a single 

strand fiber optic may be used to estimate the propagation delay time. Assuming typical 

refractive indexes of 1.49 and 1.39 for plastic fiber core and cladding, respectively, and 

assuming ideal loss characteristics, the delay time of the light through the fiber optic is 

approximately 7 ns. A solid angle, Qi, of 0.15x10 ' is covered from the fiber optic 

bundle lens to the glass viewport. A schematic of the luminosity diagnostic with the 

video camera is shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6. E-plane view of the luminosity diagnostic without the v ideo camera 
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Ambient Light Shield 

Figure 4.7. H-plane view of the luminosity diagnostic with the video camera. 

Data Acquisition and System Triggering 

The data acquisition system consists of four Tektronix oscilloscope mainframes 

with 7A29 amplifier and 7BI5 time base plug ins. Tektronix digitizing cameras are used 

in conjunction with a PC computer and Tektronix software to capture and record the 

CRT images produced by the oscilloscopes. A schematic of the timing system and PMT 

delays is shown in Figure 4 8. Andrew LF50A coaxial cable, which has an 8 GHz 

bandwidth, is used between the diagnostics and oscilloscopes. The oscilloscope trigger is 
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branched from the thyratron pulse generator output and enters a precision v anable delav 

The output from the variable delay is sent to the input of a standard oscilloscope tngger 

generator, which in turn is split four ways with a 50 Q matched div ider to the timebase 

external trigger inputs. The variable delay is used to adjust the honzontal position of the 

four traces simultaneously dunng measurements. 

The horizontal time bases and vertical amplifiers were calibrated through the 

software prior to each measurement session. In order to compensate for cable delav s. the 

honzontal signal positions were calibrated from the oscilloscope to the end of the total 

cable length. A pulse generator was set up to simultaneously tngger the oscilloscopes 

and send the pulse to a four-way matched divider where the four coaxial cables were 

connected. This configuration allowed the horizontal position of the pulse trace to be set 

to the same graticule on all four oscilloscopes. The data acquisition software captured 

and displayed the pulse traces, allowing the position of the digitized waveforms to be 

recorded. Adjustments could then be made to the horizontal setting to synchronize the 

four waveforms. 

The additional delays created by the PMTs and the fiber optic cable is noted in 

Figure 4.8. The Amperex PMT has been determined to have a 33 ns delay plus 2 ns 

additional for the high speed voltage divider,^ and the Hamamutsu PMT delay is 26 ns. 

The delay created by the attenuators is assumed to be less than 0.2 ns, and the delays of 

the diodes are assumed to be less than 0.5 ns. After proper calibration, the data 

acquisition system is accurate within I ns. 
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Figure 4.8. Timing and data acquisition layout. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Previous Work 

The advancements of high power microwave producing devices has increased the 

need for better dielectric insulators. Major contributors to this research include the 

Stanford Linear Accelerator, Phillips Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. 

Physics International, and the National Laboratory for High Energ\' Physics (KEK i in 

Japan. Various window configurations and materials have been investigated with TiN 

coated alumina ceramics at KEK producing desirable results in a test configuration 

similar to the one described in this paper. ̂ "̂  These tests used a 2 |is, 30 MW Klystron as 

the microwave source, and a transmittable power > 200 MW was achieved without 

damage to the dielectric. The Phillips Laboratory reported transmitting a TMoi mode 1 

GW, 115 J pulse through a vacuum window with SF6 insulating the output side of the 

window.̂ "̂  No pulse degradation or vacuum breakdown was observed on either side 

during the expenment. 

Experimental Results 

The primary focus of this thesis work was to create and characterize the test 

system. The experimental results obtained were taken with the intent to prove that the 

diagnostics produce results comparable to diagnostic measurements obtained from 

similar expenments conducted at the KEK. The samples used were provided by SLAC 

and consisted of 99.5 % pure Alumina discs. The sample holder consisted of the t>'pical 

pillbox cavity as described and examined in Chapter III. The digitized wavefonns 

obtained during the expenment will be displayed first followed by a discussion of the 

results. 
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Sample Preparation 

The samples used for the collection of the data contained in this section were 

prepared bv initially cleaning the surface with acetone in an ultrasonic cleaner. Next, the 

sample was placed in a plasma oven and cleaned for 15 minutes with the oven power set 

at approximately 800 W. The samples were then placed in the sample holder without anv 

bonding techniques. Since both sides of the sample were exposed to the same vacuum 

for these tests, a vacuum seal was not necessary'. 

Alumina 

Typical results of Alumina are shown in Figure 5.1. The results were taken under 

pulsed power conditions where the time elapse between data acquisition was a minimum 

of 30 seconds to reduce the amount of thermal effects. The waveforms sets shown 

contain the luminosit} diagnostic setup shown in Figure 4.7, the X-ray diagnostic, and the 

forward and reverse field probes. The field probes were not calibrated for this senes of 

acquisitions and were used solely to monitor the activ itv' of the waveform on either side 

of the alumina sample. The charging voltage for the pulse modulator was centered about 

21 kV. The system conditions for all of the waveform acquisitions consisted of pulsed 

power input and 1 x 10' Torr initial vacuum. The waveforms are vertically scaled to 

conform to a common range and the horizontal ranges are adjusted to account for the 

time delays in the data acquisition system. Several of the X-ray graphs contain a fiat line 

at the end of the acquired data stream and should be ignored. The waveforms shown in 

Figure 5.1 were taken from one 99.5°o pure alumina disk sample. The alumina sample 

was removed from the nng resonator and examined for surface fiashover tracks and 

surface damage. Surface fiashover tracks and surface damage were discovered with a 

microscope set at 100:1 zoom as shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. These results were 

consistent with results obtained from similar systems.''^^ The maximum amount of nng 

power that was obtained dunng these measurements was approximately 65 MW. 
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Shot Number 4 Shot Number 5 

Shot Number 7 Shot Number 9 

Figure 5.1. Results from alumina samples recorded under pulsed power conditions (FPl 
denotes Field Probe 1, FP2 denotes Field Probe 2, and LUM denotes 
luminosity). 
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Figure 5.1 (cont). 
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Figure 5.2. Surface flashover tracks recorded on the alumina disk sample. 

Figure 5.3. Surface damage recorded on the alumina disk sample. 

Rexolite 

Due to the inherent low loss tangent (0.00048 at 3 GHz) property of rexolite, 

several tests were conducted with the material. Since rexolite is a form of a plastic, the 

thermal properties are much worse than of the ceramic family of dielectrics (i.e., 

alumina). Nevertheless, the rexolite was exposed to the same pulse power and 

experimental conditions as described for the alumina samples. The rexolite material 
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displayed similar responses to the microwave power as the alumina. However, the 

rexolite material did not sustain the secondary heating effects of the surface breakdown 

phenomena and suffered puncturing. The following 1:1 zoomed pictures depict the 

damage caused by the microwaves on the surface of the rexolite dielectric. Figure 5 4 

»-W8-• 

Figure 5.4. Melting point on the surface of the rexolite dielectric after high power 
microwave operation. 

J>-V. 

(a) Front (b) Back 

Figure 5.5. 'Front" and "back" side of the puncture present on the rexolite following 
high power microwave operation. 
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represents a center portion of the rexolite dielectric sample that was melted dunne the 

testing. Figure 5.5a and Figure 5.5b depict a puncture that occun-ed toward the middle 

left of the sample during the final testing. The microwave power that caused the 

puncture was on the order of 40 MW. Figure 5.5a is the tronf" side of the sample that is 

initially exposed to the forward traveling wave and Figure 5.5b is the "back'' side of the 

sample. 

Discussion 

The flashover mechanism is investigated by examining the electnc field v ector 

patterns at the surface of the dielectric window. As previously mentioned, the standard 

pillbox cavity is used as the dielectric window holder. Simulations of the electnc field 

lines ^ show that a TEn mode is present initially and it has been suggested that the 

electron avalanche is initiated during the first quarter cycle.̂ "* Dunng the following 

quarter cycles, the electrons are slowed or halted due to the opposite parallel fields. This 

process is repeated for successive electrons in the next period (* 350 ps later for 2.856 

GHz). Thus, a periodic avalanche is created during each cycle of the microwave alluding 

to relaxation of trapped electrons each period and causing luminescence and the 

formation of a tree like pattern of fiashover tracks on the surface of the dielectnc. A 

simulation of the pillbox geometry was conducted with Maxwell Eminence, which is a 3-

D dynamic field simulator. A loss tangent value and permeabilit\ value of 3x10"̂  and 

9.8, respectively (approximate values of 99.5% alumina), were defined as the properties 

of the dielectric material. Vector plots for the electric field patterns in quarter cycle 

increments are shown in Figure 5.6. Examination of the plots will show that the electnc 

field direction does vary along the dielectric window surface. When an electron is 

released from the triple point and caught in the traveling wave electric field, the direction 

and intensity of the electric field will cause the electron to accelerate and decelerate in a 

fashion discussed in Chapter II. Since the surface of the insulating dielectnc contains 

minute flaws and imperfections, the secondary electron emission will cause a flashover 

phenomena resulting from a secondary electron avalanche as discussed in Chapter II. 
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The final vector field plot at 180° will appear identical to the vector plot at 0°. 

Examination of the vector field plots in Figure 5.6 with the field intensit> plots in Figure 

3.15 show that when the field enhancement at the edges of the rectangular waveguide is 

at a maximum, the tangential fields across the window approach zero. .At a phase 90° 
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Figure 5.6. Electnc field vector plots of the pillbox window with alumina charactenstics 
for the dielectric sample. 

later, the field enhancement at the edges of the waveguide is at a minimum and the 

tangential field across the window has increased with the maximum at the center of the 

window. This type of field configuration proposes that a multipactor-like discharge 

from the waveguide edge to the two normal field maxima at the window will occur. In 

addition, a surface discharge is likelv to occur along the window connecting the two 

nonnal field maxima.""̂  To confinn these beliefs, a time integrated appearance of the 

discharge across the window was recorded with the expenmental setup shown in Figure 

4.7 with the video camera. The picture shown in Figure 5.7 corresponds to the time 

resolved signals recorded from Shot 19 shown in Figure 5.1. Refening to Figure 5 1 and 

Figure 5.7, the nng power level is constant and only a small amount of power is absorbed 
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until 75 ns, at which time the x-ray level increases and the ring power conespondinglv 

decreases. During the transition from 75 ns to 110 ns. the x-ray intensit\ increases at an 

exponential rate and peaks at approximately 120 ns: simultaneously, the ring power 

decreases and is negligible at 120 ns. The luminosity output follows the same pattern, 

but with a much longer decay time (approximately 450 ns). The discharge in Figure 5 7 

is representative of the peak power discharge starting at approximately 75 ns (referencing 

Figure 5.1, Shot 19), and continuing through peak x-ray emission. 

A second type of discharge has been recorded with this experimental setup and is 

worth noting. The data shown in Figure 5.8 was recorded during the development phase 

of the diagnostics, but displays interesting qualities. The luminosity signal reaches an 

eariy initial peak in approximately 100 ns, then begins to decay. However, after a 

maximum x-ray level is reached and the ring power has been extinguished, the 

luminosity peaks again and slowly decays with a time constant of 600 ns. This t\pe of 

discharge is representative of a unipolar surface discharge where initially free electrons 

producing x-ray emission cause electron induced outgassing, which leads to a Paschen 

type breakdown in the developing gas cloud above the surface. ^ 

Figure 5.7. Time integrated discharge across 99.5% alumina window. 
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Figure 5.8. Early data recorded displaying unipolar surface discharge qualities (FPl 
denotes Field Probe 1, FP2 denotes Field Probe 2, and LUM denotes 
luminosity). 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

A system capable of monitoring and collecting data dunng the surface flashover 

in vacuum across a dielectnc surface has been developed. The test svstem encompassed 

a modified GE pulse modulator with a Varian VMSl 143B coaxial magnetron to provide 

the microwave pulsed power. The microwave power was routed to a ring resonator 

which contained the dielectric sample and the necessar\ components to adjust for proper 

resonance conditions. Diagnostics included in the svstem are forward and reverse power, 

soft X-ray, luminosit>', and field magnitude measurements on either side of the sample. 

The data acquisition system was composed of four Tektronix 7104 oscilloscopes. 

Tektronix cameras, and Tektronix software capable of digitizing the analog images 

captured by the oscilloscopes. 

Preliminary measurements were collected with alumina to ensure the diagnostic 

system was compatible with the ring resonator. Under high vacuum, the uncoated 

alumina sample could withstand microwave powers on the order of 40 MW before 

breakdown across the dielectric surface occurred. The breakdown was considered to 

occur when either the power or field diagnostics output would suddenly cutoff and 

approach zero within nanoseconds. The luminosit>' diagnostic would show an increase in 

light emission prior to breakdown which was considered due to the cathode 

luminescence property' of alumina. X-ray emission would generally peak several 

nanoseconds before breakdown occuned. These type of results were in agreement with 

previous results obtained from similar test systems. 

The preliminarv measurements show that a complex discharge behav lor across 

the alumina sample is present dunng the breakdown process. Several competing 

discharge phenomena, such as multipactonzation and surface flashover. are present and 

cause surface damage, and in some cases punctunng. to the dielectnc disk. Pnmar\ 

effects noted during the investigation of alumina was the cathode luminescence caused 

bv electron bombardment and luminosity caused from the plasma produced bv the 
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acceleration of electrons across the surface of the dielectric disk. At the time this 

research was completed, the expenmental setup lacked the capability- to distinizuish 

between the two luminescent producing events, and therefore impossible to account for 

an estimated source and amount of plasma discharge. 

In order to obtain information on the source of x-rays, the expenmental setup is 

capable of being modified to incorporate a pinhole camera by modify ing the existing \-

ray diagmostic In addition, vanous optical devices such as a Hamamatsu streak camera 

or a monochromomator can used in place of the luminosity diagnostic to obtain more 

detailed information on the optical emission from the dielectric window. 

Previous research has dealt primarily with finding means of increasing the 

amount of transmittable power in a cavity through empincal methods such as material 

selection and coatings. The system described in this paper along with the expanded 

diagnostics will provide a powerful tool for studying and characterizing the ev ents 

leading to window breakdown and failure. Once a quantitative analysis and 

understanding of the events leading to window failure are realized, methods to prevent, 

not suppress, window failure can ultimately be minimized in linear accelerators and other 

such cavities. 
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